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About Bertrand Goldberg
“Known for his commitment to socially progressive design in large-
scale residential and institutional projects, Goldberg's distinctive work 
often juxtaposed fluid, organic shapes against the rectilinear forms 
popularized after World War II. His work can be seen in such noted 
buildings as Marina City and River City in Chicago, and in hospitals 
across the United States…. from his early work in prefabrication, 
through the leisure projects of the 1950s, to the skyscrapers of the 
1980s—all bound together by his belief in architecture's obligation to 
improve the state of the human condition and the conviction that 
urbanism was the best avenue to that end.”
Quote from Website: http://bertrandgoldberg.org/

From Bertrand Goldberg
“My message, I think, is much more important either than myself 
personally, or than the quick identification as the round-building 
architect. I am talking about the performance of people in a social 
system, about the performance of people in the city.”
Quote from Bertrand Goldberg, Date Unknown.

All images taken from http://bertrandgoldberg.org/
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Bertrand Goldberg (July 17, 1913–October 8, 1997)
Timeline:
1913 Born in Chicago Illinois
1930-1932 Attended the Cambridge School of Landscape Architecture (now part of Harvard University). 
1932-1933 Goldberg travels to Berlin, Germany to study at the Bauhaus, where he met and worked with architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. 
1933 (The Reichstag passes the Enabling Act making Adolf Hitler Dictator of Germany). Bauhaus closes following civil unrest. Goldberg fled to Paris.
1933-1934 Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago. Chicago Fair.
1933-1936 Goldberg returned to Chicago.  Attends Armour Institute of Technology (now Illinois Institute of Technology) in Chicago, where he first worked for modernist architects Keck and Keck, 

Paul Schweikher, and Howard Fisher and a tutorial with engineer Frank Nydam.
1937 The New Bauhaus is opened in Chicago with Ludwig Mies van der Rohe returning to Chicago.
1937 Goldberg opened his own architectural office in Chicago
1938 Earliest Commissions - North Pole chain of ice cream shops.  His design allowed small shops to be disassembled, transported, and reassembled w/ minimal effort.
1939-1943 Establishes Standard Houses in Maryland and Illinois with fellow architect Gilmor Black developing prefabricated homes
1939-1945 World War II – Goldberg experiments in the use of plywood boxcars, demountable housing units for military use during and after World War II, leading him to seek unconventional forms 

through mundane materials such as plywood and concrete.
1946 Establishes Standard Fabrication Co. developing prefabricated bathrooms. 
1949-1953 Design consultant for the Pressed Steel Car Company and developed the Unicel plywood boxcar and an innovative housing project called Unishelter.
1950’s Goldberg worked with Arthur Rubloff to market privately built public housing, leading to building Drexel Home and Gardens project.
1959-1964 Perhaps his best known commission, Marina City in Chicago, incorporates many different functions into a mixed use complex of five buildings.
1964-1997 Continued successful career.  After the success of Marina City, Goldberg moved his work to focus on larger scale social, planning, and engineering issues, and proposed many progressive 

urban projects, at a time when the future of urban growth and development in the United States was not always clear. 

Accomplishments:
Innovative structural solutions to complex problems, particularly for residential, institutional, and industrial design projects.
Wrote extensively on urban issues and other historical and cultural issues.
Known as an entrepreneur and a “Design-Scientist”.  Besides his many architectural accomplishments, Goldberg also designed:
• A rear-engine automobile and Furniture design 
• Prefabricated houses, bathrooms and Canvas houses 
• Designed mobile vaccine laboratories for the United States government
• Designed mobile Gun Crate and Mobile Delousing Unit for the Board of Economic Warfare 

Collaborations:
He collaborated on some projects with his friend and fellow 'design scientist' R. Buckminster Fuller, as well as other modernists.
He also was friends with Josef Albers, who taught him at the Bauhaus. 
In the late 1930s, Goldberg was present at the famous meeting of Frank Lloyd Wright and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe at Taliesin. 

Awards:
The recipient of numerous awards, his work was the subject of many exhibitions in the United States and Europe. 
Most Notable awards include being elected to the College of Fellows of the American Institute of Architects in 1966, and was awarded
the Officier de l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres from the French government in 1985. 

Exhibits:
The Bertrand Goldberg Archive is held by the Ryerson & Burnham Libraries at the Art Institute of Chicago. 

Bertrand Goldberg at the Marina City construction 
site, October 13, 1961. 
Photo from The Art Institute of Chicago, Ryerson & 
Burnham Libraries; The Art Institute of Chicago.
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North Pole Ice Cream (Circa. 1938)
Bertrand Goldberg - Architect, Modernist, “Design Scientist”, Entrepreneur, Business Man.

Problem: Create a mobile Ice Cream Store that could be quickly disassembled, transported and reassembled easily.

Solution: The North Pole ice cream store is one of Goldberg's earliest architectural / industrial design projects.

“The North Pole mobile ice cream store was a building on wheels. The entire store was portable and was designed to sell ice cream in Chicago in the summer and Florida in the winter. Its glass walls 
and cantilevered roof were suspended from a mast anchored to a truck chassis, a part of the building.  Goldberg contemplated creating a series of these stores to be served by a "mother-truck" where 
ice cream would be manufactured. Stores could be installed in a parking lot in a downtown area in the north of the United States during the summertime, and move south during winter.

The inventive little building was influenced by Buckminster Fuller's Dymaxion House, which featured a similar roofing system. Goldberg showed the design to General Wood, the President of the Sears 
Roebuck Company, who, as Goldberg states in his Oral History, "was very interested in it as a concept for Sears Roebuck for stores that could be erected quickly in new industrial areas… He became 
sort of interested in it but nothing ever happened."

As stated by Goldberg in his Oral History, "the concept of a tension supported roof ---of a roof supported by hanging was something which obviously I hadn't designed or invented - but the awareness 
of it certainly opened up a new horizon for design...You could get a building that was suddenly open at its edges rather than closed at its edges."
Information and Quote taken from http://bertrandgoldberg.org/

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-
content/uploads/2011/07/nor2.jpg

“The mobile ice cream station, The North Pole, it was meant to 
wander around. The form of it conformed to road requirements, 
maximum width and so on.”
Quote from Bertrand Goldberg, Date Unknown.

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/nor4-553x400.jpg http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/nor5-506x400.jpg 4
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Unicel (Circa. 1949 - 1952)
Bertrand Goldberg - Architect, Modernist, “Design Scientist”, Entrepreneur, Business Man.

Problem: Because of a steel shortage following WWII, the challenge was to design a rail car that did not rely on steel. 

Solution: Unicel is another of Goldberg's industrial design projects: the design was for a plywood prefabricated boxcar. 

“The plywood boxcar built on earlier exploration in panel construction in the Standard Houses, and when built as a "tube" had the strength of a steel boxcar but was built mostly of wood. 
Goldberg's monolithic tube-like structure of stressed skin-plywood, dubbed "Unicel" for unit-cellular, made by placing layers of strong plywood grain against grain and laminating them with 
special plastics under heat. Constructed as a single unit, it was quite strong. The design was patented in both the US and in Canada.

Introduction of the Unicel Prefab Freight Car was done with much fanfare with unveilings at the Merchandise Mart in Chicago and at the Waldorf Astoria in New York. The display booth 
for the Unicel, also designed by Goldberg, featured a photomontage of the boxcar in use. The highlight of the display however, was a full-size cross section through the boxcar that 
viewers could walk into. He would later use this idea to promote the apartments in Marina City.

Initially, the innovative boxcar was well received by the American Railroad Association, which approved an order for 500 cars. According to Goldberg, the order was later rejected by 
the ARA Executive Committee under pressure from the steel industry. As a result Unicel never entered mass production. However, Goldberg adapted the idea for the Unishelter Houses.”
Information and Quote taken from http://bertrandgoldberg.org/

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/unic1-307x400.jpg Promotional materials for (clockwise from top) Unishelter prefabricated 
housing, Standard Houses Corporation, and Unicel plywood freight car

“There was a terrible shortage of steel at that time, right after the 
war, and the Pressed Steel Car Company asked me if I could 
design a version of our prefabricated plywood panels.”
Quote from Bertrand Goldberg, Date Unknown.
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UniShelter (Circa. 1952)
Bertrand Goldberg - Architect, Modernist, “Design Scientist”, Entrepreneur, Business Man.

Problem: Create efficient housing units.

Solution: UniShelter is another of Goldberg's industrial design projects: the design was for prefabricated housing modules. 

“Goldberg believed that if more units of a building could be prefabricated, then the more industrialized and thus efficient the building process could become; buildings could be assembled 
rather than constructed. The Unishelter was the culmination of that idea. As stated by Goldberg, "I learned back in those days that industrialization must come in large units. So I thought 
of a space unit as an enormous brick [and] what I designed was the biggest brick which man had ever made, up to that time." Developed as a variation of his earlier Unicel design, 
Unishelter was a self-contained, portable housing unit that utilized the same stressed-skin plywood construction Goldberg had developed for the Unicel boxcar. The design bears 
influence of his work on the Standard Houses and work for the OSS developing plywood gun crates that could be converted to houses.

The "bricks" looked very much like boxcars with windows. Unishelter homes were made by assembling two unit types, one of bedrooms and another with a kitchen, bathroom, living room, 
and bedroom. The units could be combined to form dwelling units of various sizes. The houses were anchored to the site and they needed no foundation. Goldberg believed that the units 
could serve purposes well beyond their initial residential intentions; they could be combined to form shopping units, clinics, or schools. In transit, the Unishelter could be packed with 
materials and equipment, serving double purpose as a freight carrier. Promotional materials proclaimed that " a whole town of Unishelter comfortably livable homes can be erected 
over night." Despite this optimism, the venture never achieved widespread success. However, it was reported that the US Army shipped 2000 units to their troops in Alaska.”
Information and Quote taken from http://bertrandgoldberg.org/

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/unis5.jpg

“When modern industry needs housing-in-a-hurry for workers in far 
off production sites Unishelter is the answer!” 
Quote from actual UniShelter advertisement.

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/unis4.jpghttp://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/unis3.jpg
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Marina City (1959-1964)
“When completed in 1962, (the first tower) Marina City was one of the first residential and commercial mixed-use buildings built in the United 
States and was also the tallest reinforced concrete building in the world. Marina City, arguably Goldberg's most significant work, was 
remarkable for its sculptural use of precast reinforced concrete forms attached to a central mechanical core. Marina City was originally 
designed in both steel and concrete iterations—the former in response to pressure from the steel workers' union—but bids on both designs 
confirmed Goldberg's suspicion: that concrete was simply more economical. Similar economies were achieved through the cylindrical shape of 
the towers, which were originally conceived as rectangular forms. The fluidity of the structural forms in Marina City distribute stresses in a way 
unlike that of a standard rectilinear environment, allowing great savings in materials such as metal reinforcing bars.

Marina City's greatest achievements, perhaps, weren't technical, or even strictly architectural in nature. Keenly aware that the built 
environment was "responsive to its social and political environment, whether it leads it... or follows it," Goldberg sought architectural 
solutions that would have the power to improve the social conditions in which people lived—and Marina City was his grandest solution to 
date. As Mies's glass and steel architecture was rooted in the political upheaval of the Weimar Republic, so were Goldberg's designs rooted in 
the social and cultural upheaval of late 1950s, early 1960s America. Conceived as an antidote to the post-war exodus of the working class to 
the suburbs, Marina City strove to induce people to live downtown, something previously unheard of. Goldberg's diverse floor plan also 
anticipated an emerging "new family constituency." As increasing numbers of women entered the workforce, couples delayed having children, 
and divorces became more socially acceptable, new configurations of families—including single parents, and older children living on an 
independent basis—began to develop as an alternative to the dominant archetype of the nuclear family. Institutions, however, were slow to 
recognize this shifting landscape, and only due to Goldberg's own personal lobbying efforts was he able to persuade the Department of Labor 
that Marina City was appropriate to qualify for funding under their regulations, which stated that "the FHA was for family living."

Quote from "Architecture for Urbanism: Selections from the Bertrand Goldberg Archive," Case 4, Ryerson & Burnham Libraries, November 1, 2011–January 2, 2012

Photo taken from "Architecture for Urbanism: Selections from the 
Bertrand Goldberg Archive," Case 4, Ryerson & Burnham Libraries, 
November 1, 2011–January 2, 2012

http://40.media.tumblr.com/34fb4c296fc34ece1ec5db464979
5e37/tumblr_mtjbanKRoq1r79v1io1_1280.jpg

“Marina City was never a contemporary 
style of building in my mind. It was a 
development, a technological... and 
aesthetic wringing out of a concept 
which had a considerable amount of 
reason for its existence”
Quote from Bertrand Goldberg, Date Unknown.

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-
content/uploads/2011/07/mar8-266x400.jpg

First Use of Tower Crane in the USA

Concrete Slip Form Construction
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Slip Form Construction
Slip Form Construction, Also known as “slip forming”, ”continuous poured” or ”continuously formed ”is a construction method 
in which concrete is poured into a continuously moving form. Slip forming is used for tall structures (such as bridges, 
towers, buildings, and dams), as well as horizontal structures, such as roadways. Slipforming enables continuous, non-
interrupted, cast-in-place "flawless" (i.e. no joints) concrete structures which have superior performance characteristics to 
piecewise construction using discrete form elements. Slip forming relies on the quick-setting properties of concrete, and 
requires a balance between quick-setting capacity and workability. Concrete needs to be workable enough to be placed into 
the form and consolidated (via vibration), yet quick-setting enough to emerge from the form with strength. This strength is 
needed because the freshly set concrete must not only permit the form to "slip" by the concrete without disturbing it, but 
also support the pressure of the new concrete as well as resist collapse caused by the vibration of the compaction 
machinery.

In vertical slip forming the concrete form may be surrounded by a platform on which workers stand, placing steel reinforcing 
rods into the concrete and ensuring a smooth pour. Together, the concrete form and working platform are raised by means 
of hydraulic jacks. Generally, the slipform rises at a rate which permits the concrete to harden by the time it emerges from 
the bottom of the form.

In horizontal slip forming for pavement and traffic separation walls concrete is laid down, vibrated, worked, and settled in 
place while the form itself slowly moves ahead. This method was initially devised and utilized in Interstate 
Highway construction initiated by the Eisenhower administration during the 1950s.”
Taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slip_forming

Tower Cranes
Tower Cranes are a Fixed crane; “Exchanging mobility for the ability to carry greater loads and reach greater heights due to 
increased stability, these types of cranes are characterized by the fact that their main structure does not move during the 
period of use. However, many can still be assembled and disassembled. The structures basically are fixed in one place.

Tower cranes are a modern form of balance crane that consist of the same basic parts. Fixed to the ground on a concrete 
slab (and sometimes attached to the sides of structures), tower cranes often give the best combination of height and lifting 
capacity and are used in the construction of tall buildings. The base is then attached to the mast which gives the crane its 
height. Further the mast is attached to the slewing unit (gear and motor) that allows the crane to rotate. On top of the 
slewing unit there are three main parts which are: the long horizontal jib (working arm), shorter counter-jib, and the 
operator's cab.

The long horizontal jib is the part of the crane that carries the load. The counter-jib carries a counterweight, usually of 
concrete blocks, while the jib suspends the load to and from the center of the crane. The crane operator either sits in a cab
at the top of the tower or controls the crane by radio remote control from the ground. In the first case the operator's cab is 
usually located at the top of the tower attached to the turntable, but can be mounted on the jib, or partway down the tower. 
The lifting hook is operated by the crane operator using electric motors to manipulate wire rope cables through a system of 
sheaves. The hook is located on the long horizontal arm to lift the load which also contains its motor.”
Taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crane_(machine)#Tower_crane

"Gleitschalung Bitschnau Kohlesilo Lünen" by Bitschnau - Own 
work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0 via Wikimedia Commons -
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1b/Gleitsc
halung_Monobox_Bitschnau.jpg

"Gleitschalung Bitschnau Kohlesilo Lünen" by Bitschnau - Own work. Licensed 
under CC BY-SA 4.0 via Wikimedia Commons -
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gleitschalung_Bitschnau_Kohlesilo_L%C
3%BCnen.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Gleitschalung_Bitschnau_Kohlesilo_L%C3%BCne
n.jpg
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Marina City (1959-1964)
“The tallest residential concrete building in the world at the time of completion.

The two sixty-story towers were on the river's edge, and are well known Chicago features, 
with striking multi-lobed columnar forms often described as "corn cobs". 

In addition to the towers, comprising apartments and parking, there was a complex 
pattern of activities that were incorporated into the original design, including an office 
building, theater, public pedestrian plaza, an active rail line, a marina, an ice skating 
rink, and a bowling alley. Much of the complex has evolved and changed over time, and 
the pattern of activities has shifted significantly, but with only minor changes to Goldberg's 
design. The office building is now a hotel, and the theater is now the Chicago House of 
Blues. The rail line has since been abandoned, and the skating rink has been covered by a 
later addition housing a steakhouse.

After the success of Marina City, Goldberg received many more large commissions for 
hospitals, schools, and other public institutional buildings, such as Prentice Women's 
Hospital for Northwestern University, science and medical complexes for SUNY Stony 
Brook, Good Samaritan Hospital in Phoenix, Arizona, as well as River City and the Hilliard 
Homes public housing complex in Chicago.”

"Marina City marina by Matthew Bisanz" by Matthew G. Bisanz. Licensed 
under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons -
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marina_City_marina_by_Matthew_
Bisanz.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Marina_City_marina_by_Matthew_Bisanz.jpg

"Marina City, Chicago, Illinois, Estados Unidos, 2012-10-20, DD 01" by Poco a 
poco - Own work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons -
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marina_City,_Chicago,_Illinois,_Est
ados_Unidos,_2012-10- 9

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marina_City_marina_by_Matthew_Bisanz.jpg%23mediaviewer/File:Marina_City_marina_by_Matthew_Bisanz.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marina_City,_Chicago,_Illinois,_Estados_Unidos,_2012-10-


Marina City (1959-1964)
Typical Resident Tower.

All images taken from: http://kubuildingtech.org/sarcweb/Assemblages00/CaseFinals/nguyen-marina%20towers/Marina%20Towers.htm

Studio Unit

2 Bedroom Unit

1 Bedroom Unit

2 Bedroom UnitStudio Unit 1 Bedroom Unit

Typical Floor PlanTypical Floor Isometric
http://digiitalarchfab.com/arch434/teresita-pineda/
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Marina City (1959-1964)
“In the decades following World War II, millions of Americans fled to the suburbs, vacating downtowns and spilling out into office parks and 
tract houses. Goldberg recognized the folly of this enterprise, believing in the economy and cultural life of cities. Because of that belief he 
wanted to create a design that would enable people to live and work downtown. That design was Marina City, a multi-building complex built 
on the banks of the Chicago River in downtown Chicago.

The residential towers included twenty lower floors of ramped parking and forty floors of apartments. The apartments were built for 
economy, with large windows and balconies to enhance the views. Based on a "pie-shaped" layout, there was a gentle flaring in the layouts 
directing the viewer to the outdoors views. Prior to construction, full-size mockups were made of both the apartments and the office 
building, allowing people to test the designs. An intriguing blend of sculpture and structure, the round, "corn-cob" shaped apartment 
buildings, the Marina Towers, rose up from the plaza and, as described by critic Allan Temko, supported themselves as they ascended, "lifting 
so slenderly that they swayed visibly in the wind. People wondered if they were unstable, but they were uncommonly strong and efficient." 
Even before the towers were completed there were 3,500 applications from prospective tenants hoping to rent one of the coveted 
apartments. The first apartment tower was finished in 1962 and eager tenants moved in while the second tower was still going up. The 
second tower was completed later in the year.

Marina City included some 900 residential apartments as well as many varieties of commercial real estate. Intended to be a "City within a 
City", Marina City included a 16-story commercial office building, theaters, restaurants, recreational spaces (bowling alleys, pools), an ice 
skating rink and a marina with extensive boat storage capacity. The project featured numerous design and construction innovations. It was 
the first major use of slip-form construction, and the construction of Marina City was widely watched and admired. At the time of their 
completion, the Marina Towers were not only the tallest apartment buildings in the world but also the tallest reinforced concrete buildings. 
The office building and the theater building also featured unique design elements: the office building was supported with load-bearing 
concrete mullions and flush glazing. Heat was recycled taken from its lighting. The theater building was originally designed for live theater 
productions, but was ultimately constructed as studios for television, with three smaller movie theaters below. The structure is a combination 
of space-frames, arched beams, and sprayed concrete, covered in lead sheathing.

The project was financed with funding from the Building Maintenance Engineers Union as well as three other unions. Originally
commissioned by the Chicago Janitor's Union to design a new office building for their headquarters, Goldberg convinced the president of the 
Union, William McFetridge, to consider the needs of his union's membership over time and to use their money to build housing for them as 
well. At Marina City, Goldberg envisioned a "city within a city," a 24-hour-a-day complex where differing functions reinforced one another and 
sustained one another. Services in the complex could not be supported by a commuting population in order to make them financially feasible, 
they needed a "captive" population. As stated by Goldberg, "we cannot burden either business with buildings used thirty-five hours a week or 
apartment buildings used only at night or on the weekends, with our tax loads. We can no longer subsidize the kind of planning that enjoys 
only the single-use of our expensive city utilities. In our 'cities within cities' we shall turn our streets up into the air, and stack the daytime and 
nighttime use of our land."

Over the years, the ownership of Marina City has changed: the apartments were sold as condominiums, and the commercial real estate was 
redeveloped into a hotel and other entertainment venues. The ice-skating rink was replaced with a restaurant structure. Original views across 
the plaza to downtown Chicago are no longer available. There has been recent interest in landmarking Marina City: ironically, this famous 
complex, an icon for the City of Chicago, is without protection.

Quote and information taken from Bertrand Goldberg at the Art Institute of Chicago, http://bertrandgoldberg.org/

"Marina City Chicago 2012-0224" by Victorgrigas - Own work. 
Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons -
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marina_City_Chicago_
2012-0224.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Marina_City_Chicago_2012-
0224.jpg
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Marina City (1959-1964)
Marina City Complex

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/mar3.jpg

Commercial – Low Rise

Commercial – High Rise

Theatre

Towers (2 total)

Ice Rink

Waterfront
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Marina City (1959-1964)
Marina City Complex

Marina City
http://www.buildyourownchicago.com/MarinaCitymodel.jpg

Tower Parking Levels
• 20 lower floors
• Continuous circular ramp

Ice Rink

Resident Towers:
• 40 upper floors
• Approx. 900 units
• “Pie shaped” wedges
• Modular Design
• Multiple unit configurations

• Studios
• 1 Bedrooms
• 2 Bedrooms

• Common central Core
• Concrete “Slipform”

Theater

Commercial Building
• Offices
• Restaurants
• Bowling lanes
• Pools
• Shopping

Marina Side

http://th00.deviantart.net/fs70/PRE/f/2011/247/8/a/city
_in_a_fishbowl_wallpaper_by_senovan-d48vzdf.jpg

A City in a City
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Summary
Tallest residential building in the world, upon completion.

Tallest Concrete structure in the world, upon completion.

First use of a tower crane in the United States.

One of the earliest uses of slip form construction.

Unique funding from Unions and Department of Labor approval for FHA Housing.

Circular Modular form construction allowed increase efficiency.

Duplication of tower design and construction allowed increased efficiency.

One of the first residential and commercial mixed-use buildings built in the United States

Multiple buildings and Urban design. 

And Most Importantly…. “A City within a City”. 
FYI:  Apartments turned condos.  Current purchase prices for a condo are $122,000 to $475,000, depending on unit size and location.

"Marinacity466" by 2candle at en.wikipedia. Licensed 
under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons -
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marinacity46
6.JPG#mediaviewer/File:Marinacity466.JPG

"Marina towers" by Spikebrennan. Licensed under 
CC BY-SA 2.5 via Wikimedia Commons -
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marina_t
owers.JPG#mediaviewer/File:Marina_towers.JPG

the office of Bertrand Goldberg Associates
Bertrand Goldberg maintained a working office from 1937 until his death in 1997. His firm, Bertrand Goldberg Associates, was in operation from 1952 until 1997.

From 1937 until 1950 Goldberg worked primarily alone. In 1950 Goldberg partnered with Leland Atwood in the firm Atwood and Goldberg. This partnership was dissolved in 1952, and the office of 
Bertrand Goldberg Associates (BGA) was established shortly thereafter. Early promotional material emphasized the offices strengths in engineering, technological innovation, and construction 
management, and employed a full-time industrial model maker.

When design of Marina City was started (c. 1959), the office had about 10 people, and during construction in the early 1960’s, it expanded to over thirty people. At that time, Goldberg hired key staff 
members Ed Center, Dick Binfield, Ben Honda, and Al Goers, who remained with him for many years thereafter as the core team of his firm. Structural engineering was added at that time as well, first 
with Bert Weinberg, and later with Frank Kornacker and Ludwig Steiner as chief engineers. The office moved into Marina City in 1963. 

By the 1970s BGA had offices in Boston and, briefly, in Palo Alto, California. Through the 1970s BGA grew to over one hundred people with full computer facilities and engineering in-house.

From the 1970′s through the 1980′s, BGA focused mainly on designing and building numerous large scale healthcare and educational facilities. Other innovative urban projects were designed, such as 
Night World and River City, of which only River City II was built. BGA’s last major built work, Wright College, was started in 1985 and completed in 1992.

Goldberg died in 1997 and Bertrand Goldberg Associates was closed shortly thereafter. 14

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marinacity466.JPG%23mediaviewer/File:Marinacity466.JPG
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marina_towers.JPG%23mediaviewer/File:Marina_towers.JPG


Other Urban Design projects by Goldberg
(1972-1986) Early concept drawings of River City, Chicago, Illinois

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/rci3-745x400.jpg http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/rci5-573x400.jpg http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/rci6.jpg

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/rci10-558x400.jpg http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/themes/bertrandgoldberg/images/bio_rivercity.jpg
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Other Urban Design projects by Goldberg
(1983-1986) River City II, Chicago, Illinois

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/rci3-745x400.jpg http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/rcii5-547x400.jpg

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/rcii7-317x400.jpg http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/rcii2-517x400.jpg
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Other Urban Design projects by Goldberg
(1979) Early concept drawings of Night World, Orlando, Florida

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/nig4-554x400.jpg

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/nig1.jpg

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/nig2-562x400.jpg
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Other High Rise Tower project by Goldberg
(1978-1982) Good Samaritan Hospital, Phoenix, Arizona

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/goo1.jpg http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/goo4.jpg

http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/rci6.jpg
http://bertrandgoldberg.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/pro4-496x400.jpg

(1982-1987) Providence Hospital, Mobile, Alabama
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Suggested Readings and Links
Sites on Marina City:
http://www.jetsetmodern.com/marinacity.htm
http://www.chicagocarless.com/marina_city/
http://lynnbecker.com/repeat/hobpaint/hobpaint.htm
http://eng.archinform.net/projekte/584.htm
http://www.greatbuildings.com/buildings/Marina_City.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marina_City
https://www.facebook.com/marinacitynews
http://www.dreamtown.com/buildings/marina-towers.html

Sites on Goldberg:
http://www.architechgallery.com/arch_info/artists_pages/bertrand_goldberg_bio.html
http://www.artic.edu/research/bertrand-goldberg-archive
http://bertrandgoldberg.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bertrand_Goldberg
http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/exhibitions/Goldberg/index

Audio Links:
http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/exhibitions/Goldberg/resource/1872
Clip 1: Marina City: “Adjusting your consciousness and your furniture to this kind of space”
Clip 2: Tour of Marina City Apartments
Clip 3: Raymond Hilliard Center: Integration through Design
Clip 4: Psychedelic Art

Video Links:
http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/exhibitions/Goldberg/resource/1865
Clip on the construction of Marina City.

Bertrand Goldberg: Architecture of Invention (Art Institute of 
Chicago) Hardcover – October 25, 2011
by Zoë Ryan (Contributor), Alison Fisher (Contributor), Elizabeth 
Smith (Contributor), Sarah Whiting (Contributor

Marina City: Bertrand Goldberg's Urban Vision Paperback – May 19, 2010
by Igor Marjanovic (Author), Katerina Rüedi Ray (Author)
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http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_3?ie=UTF8&field-author=Elizabeth+Smith&search-alias=books&text=Elizabeth+Smith&sort=relevancerank
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_4?ie=UTF8&field-author=Sarah+Whiting&search-alias=books&text=Sarah+Whiting&sort=relevancerank
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Igor+Marjanovic&search-alias=books&text=Igor+Marjanovic&sort=relevancerank
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Katerina+R%C3%BCedi+Ray&search-alias=books&text=Katerina+R%C3%BCedi+Ray&sort=relevancerank
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